Here is a story of corruption and pedophilia that is being covered-up by the world’s media. There are members of the Ultra-Rich so rich they are above the law. They can do unspeakable crimes and pay people, the law and the press to look the other way. This is a story of courage for one to try to stop them. Click on the pics to see the movies.

4 part true story
And Click on here to read about the threat to your Children

The Ultra Rich Pedophocracy

by David McGowan

Your Children are at Risk
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Proof that The Media Covers-up Stories That expose Ultra-Rich Deciet + Corruption

In 1996 Desire’ (then Bill) was beaten and held captive by a pedophile gang in Romania. Bill was to die on that table, while Desire’ found the strength and force of will to fight on. Desire’ escaped naked into the night.

French Inspector Jambier interviews Desire’. The Romanian pedophile site is raided. Because of this Raid, a computer is found with data that leads to Marc Dutroux, the so-called Monster of Belgium. Inspector Jambier will be found dead of a gunshot 1996, and it will be called suicide. Later after extracting the body in 2004 there are 2 bullets in the brain. It was murder.

When first arrested Marc Dutroux is let free, even though there are 4 dead bodies in his house. The people of Belgium go mad and in the "White Parade" they shout "No More". Dutroux is rearrested, but no judge wants to try him for his connections to the Ultra-Rich Pedophile Gang might expose the URPG.

From 1996 till 2004 I shot the movie to tell my part of the story and get out truth

In Dutroux’s Trial, 2004 Arlon, I rent a 350 seat theater to show the 1,300 plus Press the Marc Dutroux movie. There is much interest from the journalists. Court over at 5, movie at 7:30

None Will Come, Not One of the Press would watch our Movie. One man from RTL said we know it is true but we will lose our jobs to watch it.
Every Story you get from the Main News Media is twisted to defend the Ultra-Rich. There are Hundreds of Major News Stories you will NOT hear that threatens the Ultra-Rich. The Main Breaking news is that the news is made to get you to live in fear and want to Buy something or Hate Somebody.
We Only Keep Our Jobs if We Do as We're Told and do not threaten or expose the Ultra-Rich Truth or News has no real value

Can real news be told if it offends the Ultra_Rich?

Maybe Not. Maybe Yes.
Media Consolidation: THE ILLUSION OF CHOICE

Media has never been more consolidated. Six media giants now control a staggering 90% of what we read, watch, or listen to.

These six companies are:

- GE
  - Notable Properties: COMCAST NBC UNIVERSAL PICTURES FOCUS FEATURES
- NEWSCORP
  - Notable Properties: FOX WALL STREET JOURNAL NEW YORK POST
- DISNEY
  - Notable Properties: ABC ESPN PIXAR MIRAMAX MARVEL STUDIOS
- VIACOM
  - Notable Properties: MTV NICK JR BET CMT PARAMOUNT PICTURES
- TIME WARNER
  - Notable Properties: CNN HBO TIME WARNER BRCS
- CBS
  - Notable Properties: SHOWTIME SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL NFL.COM JEOPARDY 60 MINUTES

These people own the news and control most of your opinions. These people refuse to even interview Desire’
The Ultra-Rich
Own and Control
The News Media

You Will Be Silenced if you
Threaten the Ultra-Rich

There are Certain Topics that Cannot
be Discussed on the News

You cannot Discuss:

Equal Economic Education
Equal Education

Letting the Big Head choose not the little head

A Synthetic Anything is an Insult to the Body

Grow our Oil, Not Dig for it

IF YOU TELL
ANYONE I’LL KILL YOU
Dramatization of the true story of how Proe Nelson broke up a worldwide pedophile gang involving Mark Dutroux. Shot in over twenty countries, this is an exciting but disturbing expose.

In 1996 an international pedophile gang attempted to kill Bill Nelson when he tried to stop them.

Bill, with help of a French policeman was able to disrupt this gang involving Mark Dutroux.

Over 25 witnesses including the policeman were killed in a cover up of the gang. Bill made three movies of the events around this problem. Someone must protect the children.
After finishing the first Greatest Sin movie in 2004, Mark Dutroux was brought to trial in Arlon, Belgium. Disgraced Desire, Adam, Antonio, and Cristy went to Arlon to present some evidence for an international pedophile ring. We rented a 350 seat theater to show our movie, renamed “The Mark Dutroux Story”. There were over 1200 members of the world press covering the Mark Dutroux case. We passed out a thousand flyers and invited them to see the movie after the courts had closed. There was great interest, but then at show time “NO ONE SHOWED TO SEE THE MOVIE”. One reporter from RTL told us that they knew that there was an international pedophile ring working with the extravagantly rich and powerful.

They knew that Mark Dutroux was in Romania, they knew that Nelson was there and that Jambier and Nelson broke up the ring. The ring moved to Dubai. In “The Greatest Sin 3”, we went to Dubai and chased them out of there.

But how could the press be bought and controlled so as not to cover our movies, or stories. Watch the movies to see the true story that none of the world’s press will tell you. This is scary indeed. To think that there are such powerful and rich people to , rape and kill children at will and escape. And that our press is controlled.
This movie tells the true story of how Desiré followed the pedophile gang to Dubai and chased them out of Dubai with the help of the officials; the gang has been diminished and the final chapter will be told in

Someone must protect the children and Desiré has been chosen by God to do it...
"Moi, je ne suis que le gardien du refuge. Je fais cela juste pour rendre service!"

"J'attends la mercedes avec chauffeur qui vient prendre la marchandise."
350,000 people of Brussels said “No More” in the 1996 “White Parade”
When I put this on my poster at the World Congress on AIDS in 1996, I did not think that my life was soon to be threatened.

My dedication to the truth of Natural Medicine and the courage to face an international slave trade gang would be challenged. As they tortured and tried to kill me, the macho man in me faltered and gave up. The man in me died, but the women in me was driven to not only survive but to flourish.

After escaping I decided to honor the women in me. The powers that be stopped trying to kill me when I put on the dress. But now almost 15 years later, the women they thought no one would take seriously, has become very powerful. It is time to take this seriously, time to stop the hypocrisy, stop the greed and face our false beliefs.

There is an old Chinese Proverb

“If a Man sees a wrong and does not correct it, He is not a man”
The courage...
   to be yourself

The courage...
   to fight convention

The courage...
   to fight against false beliefs

The Athenian Lawmaker Solon decreed that is should be a law against anyone shrinking from controversy.

In America most have shrunken away and are fearful of controversy. They fear the law, the rich, and humiliation. They are told lies by the government and the puppet media, misled by their educators, and manipulated by the Ultra Rich.

It takes massive courage to oppose and explore controversy and exercise freedom of thought and speech.

Solon would be saddened at today’s America. It is time for a change and time for COURAGE.